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Angels In The Wilderness
Lee Harvey Osmond

Band website: http://latentrecordings.com/leeharveyosmond/

This is mostly tabbed based on this video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1URQ0_9-Zyw.  
Seems to be played with no capo there.  
This video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=be4P4HoMvZ0 sounds like it s at capo
2, 
and the album version seems to be capo 3?  I m not sure about it, but the chord 
progression sounds right either way.

  
  E (open)                          B (7 bar)
Are there angels in the wilderness? I don t know.
  C#m (4th bar)                      A (5 bar)
I ve got my doubts, but if you say so.
  B (7 bar)                         C#m (4 bar)
But I ve got a feeling we re doing ok. 
  A (5 bar)                        B (7 bar)
We re doing our part, to make the brambles seem less sharp.

When you ask for bread, will I give you stone?
Will I make you confess it, or leave it alone?
If it consoles you will I take it away?
Hold my hand. Help me to understand.

You break my heart again and again.
I ll never get use to that sensation.
All those locusts just waiting(/trying) to get out. 
Devouring with tiny bites, all that lies in site.

  E    B    C#m     A     
Fly forgotten like a prayer.
  E      B    C#m    A
Fly forgotten like a dream.
 E       B     C#m   A    
Fly forbidden(/forgiven). Fly unseen 
  E   F#m   A            C#m      (A?   B?) 
Fly, fly, fly away from me.

Are there angels in the wilderness? I don t know.
But I will give you my love and watch the bitterness grow.
And then will I take it and hide it away?
And wait on the day when the balance tips your way.

Fly forgotten like a prayer.



Fly forgotten like a dream.
Fly forbidden. Fly unseen 
Fly, fly, fly away from me.

Are there angels in the wilderness?
I don t know.

Some of these might be major seventh instead of major chords or something
similar.


